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abolish Formally put an end to (a system, practice, or institution.
Slavery was abolished in the mid 19th century in America and in Russia.

abrogate Evade (a responsibility or duty.
A proposal to abrogate temporarily the right to strike.

abrogation The repeal or abolition of a law, right, or agreement.

annihilate Defeat utterly.
A crusade to annihilate evil.

annul Cancel officially.
The contract was annulled.

cancel A notation cancelling a previous sharp or flat.
A cancel title page.

counterbalance
A compensating equivalent.
His restoration to power was intended as a counterbalance to his rival s
influence.

countermand
Cancel officially.
The election commission has countermanded voting on the grounds of
intimidation.

delete Remove (data) from a computer’s memory.
You can use delete to remove a number of lines from your program.

deregulation
The removal of regulations or restrictions, especially in a particular
industry.
Banks were allowed to grant mortgages following financial
deregulation.

disavow Deny any responsibility or support for.
Her husband disavowed her after 30 years of marriage and six children.

exterminate
Kill en masse; kill on a large scale; kill many.
Hitler wanted to exterminate the Jews Gypsies Communists and
homosexuals of Europe.
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finish
Come or bring to a finish or an end.
Almost an inspiration which gives to all work that finish which is almost
art.

invalidate Declare invalid.
A technical flaw in her papers invalidated her nomination.

negate Make ineffective by counterbalancing the effect of.
This action will negate the effect of my efforts.

neutralize Get rid of (someone who may be a threat) by killing.
She neutralized the solution.

null
Combine a signal with another in order to create a null cancel out.
The tumour can be more readily identified by nulling the high signal
from bone marrow.

nullify Declare invalid.
Judges were unwilling to nullify government decisions.

reject The person or thing that is rejected or set aside as inferior in quality.
His body rejected the liver of the donor.

remove
Remove something concrete as by lifting pushing or taking off or remove
something abstract.
Remove a case to another court.

repeal The act of abrogating; an official or legal cancellation.
The House voted in favour of repeal.

repudiation
Rejecting or disowning or disclaiming as invalid.
The breach is not so serious as to amount to a repudiation of the whole
contract.

rescind Revoke, cancel, or repeal (a law, order, or agreement.
The government eventually rescinded the directive.

rescission
(law) the act of rescinding; the cancellation of a contract and the return
of the parties to the positions they would have had if the contract had not
been made.
The plaintiff agreed to the rescission of the agreement.

reversible
Capable of being reversed or used with either side out.
The entropy change is zero only in the limiting case of a reversible
process.

revocable Capable of being revoked or cancelled.
A revocable settlement.

revoke Fail to follow suit when able and required to do so.
He revoked the ban on smoking.
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terminate Terminate the employment of discharge from an office or position.
The chain terminated in an iron ball covered with spikes.

vacate Leave behind empty; move out of.
The Justices vacated a ruling by the federal appeals court.

veto A rejection by right of veto.
The president vetoed the bill.
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